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Engineering has reviewed the plans for the NHRMC ER Expansion and have the following comments:
1.        The project does drain to the Silverstream pond and may require an offsite State

Stormwater permit.  Please contact DEMLR to determine permit requirements.
2.        Please make sure the site data table identifies the amount of impervious area

removed/demo’d and newly constructed as required by the city stormwater management
ordinance.

3.        The project appears to be proposing in excess of 10,000 sf of newly constructed impervious
area and is required to obtain a City Stormwater Management permit.  Please submit 1 set
of plans, a completed application and a $1,000 review fee to Engineering for full review.
 Because the project drains to the Silverstream pond, there will not be any on-site City water
quality or water quantity requirements .

4.        Engineering received a request in January, 2014 to install a fueling depot near the heli-pad
(see attached).  It was below our thresholds for review, so it was approved.  If this was
actually constructed it must be included in the project impervious area per 18-735 (b)(3) of
City code (because the two development activities were proposed within 2-years of each
other).  I have no problem if it is NOT included on the drawings as long as it is accounted for
on the application.

5.        Storm drain calcs will not be required unless there is a significant change to the drainage
system.

6.        Please make sure the Stormwater Management Plan Approval stamp is on each sheet in the
drawing set, preferably in the lower right corner of the page.

 
These comments will be uploaded to protrak.  Please call or email if there are any questions.  Thank
you.
 
Robert Gordon, PE
Project Engineer
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Rob,





Good afternoon sir, as per phone conversation earlier today please find the attached site plan for the fuel tank at NHRMC.   The slab is to be 252 square feet plus the 3’x3’ concrete bib  ( 261 sf total ).  Please let me know if you have any questions or need anything further from me.  Thank you for you time and your understanding in this matter.  Air Methods (Airlink) is anxious to get this installed so they can keep performing their life saving missions.





 





Thank You,





 





Dan Mysiuk
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Revised location for Jet-A fueling depot.  Advantages to this location:


· Minimal disruption of existing infrastructure (fence, landscaping, sidewalk and parking)


· Utilizes existing security of perimeter fencing


· Aesthetic camouflage provided by existing shrubbery


· Remote fueling bib placed to rear of helipad, allowing tanker truck to deliver product without blocking traffic flow of main corridor.


Fueling bib for fuel delivery
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